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On some inequalities for Walsh—Fourier series 
JUN TATEOKA 
Let f ( x ) be a distribution on [0, 1] and its Walsh—Fourier series be 




where cr„f(x)= 2 f l ——\f(k)Wk(x) and {a„} is a sequence of positive constants 
*=o \ n ) e 
satisfying some conditions. The Marcinkiewicz multiplier operator M is given by 
Mf(x)~ 2 X{k)?(k)lVk(x), *=o 
where {?. (k)} is bounded and varies boundedly over each dyadic block. 
We shall show some inequalities for g ( f ) ( x ) and Mf(x) using Zygmund's 
inequalities. 
Let r0(X)=sgn sin 2nx, and rn(x)=r0(2"x). The Walsh—Paley functions are 
defined as follows: 
w0(x) = l ; wn(x) = rni(x)...r„k(x), if n = 2"' + . . . +2"", > TJ2 > . . . > nk s 0. 
The collection {wn(x); « = 0 , 1, 2, ...} forms a complete orthonormal system for 1? 
over the unit interval O s x s l . 
Let S be the collection of Walsh polynomials, and S' be the space of distribu-
tions on if f£S', the Fourier coefficients {/(H)}^10 are given by / ( « ) = 
=(/> w„), where (/, wn) denotes the action of /6<S" on vv„€>S. The Fourier series is 
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given by f(x)~ £ f(n)wn(x). Write 
n = 0 
Snf(x) = "Z /(fc)wk(x), anf(x) = "Z /(fc)wk(x), 
k=0 k=0 V n> 
dnf(x) = S2nf(x)-S2»->f(x), d 0 f ( x ) = m , and Sf(x) = (Z K/(*)l2)1 / 2 . 
n = 0 
For 0 l e t be the space of / € £ " whose Sf(x)£Lp with the iF-norm 
\\Sf\\LP. 
Let f£S', and the Littlewood-Paley function be 
g( / ) (*) = { 2 n(<yn+1f(x)-anf(x)fa„yi\ n=l 
n 
where {an} is a sequence of positive constants satisfying c-n^ Z ak=C-n and k=l 
2» + J-l 
Z (ak)~1=C • T for all n and some positive constans c and C. As special cases, 
* = 2 " 
if we take a„ = 1 for all n, then 
gC/X*) = { 2 K + i / ( * ) - s n + 1 / ( * ) ) 2 / « } 1 / 2 n=1 
and if we take an=n (n = 2k—l), 0 (otherwise), then • 
gCDC*) - { 2 ( W M - ^ / M ) 2 } 1 ' 2 -n=0 
By c, C and Cp we always denote a positive constant that may be different on various 
occasions. We can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. (1) If feH1 and A>0 , then 
™({*€[0, 1]: g ( f ) ( x ) > A}) s C\\f\\H.IX 
(2) If f£H\ then | |g(/)| |L, s I/Ih» (0 < p < 1). 
(3) f f SfdL1 log+ L1, then | | g ( / ) l k ^ C||5/||Lllog+L« + C. 
(4) If / (0 ) = 0 and g(fKL\ then j | / | | „ , s C|ig(/)!U> (0 < /> < 1). 
To prove Theorem 1 we need the following. Let F(x) = {f1(x),f2(x), ...} be 
a/2-valued function of x£[0, 1] and measurable in the Bochner sense. Write |/"(x)| = 
= ( Z lAOOl2)1'2- Similarly let N={n(k)} be an arbitrary sequence of integer-
t=i 
valued function of k, and write SN(F)(x) = { S ^ i f J ( x ) , S„(2)(f2)(x), ...}. Using 
this notation, analogue of Zygmund's inequalities can then be stated as 
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Lemma. (1) For any A>0, 
m({*€[0, 1]: | S N ( F ) ( x ) \ > A}) / |F(x)| dx/X, 
(2) f\SN(F)(x)\<>dx^Cp{J\F(x)\dxy, ( 0 < / > < l ) , 
(3) / |5w(F)(x)| dx^C J \F(x)\ log+ |F(x)| dx+c. 
(1) is due to G. SUNOUCHI [3]. (2) is due t o W . R. WADE [4]. Proof o f (3) is 
the same as (2), using the inclusion ZMog+ V-czH^-aL1, Khinchin's inequality 
and Paley's decomposition. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By an identity due to E. M. STEIN [2, p. 114], 
Gn+if(x)-(Tnf(x) = 
1 [logjnJ n 
= "TTTTTr [ 2 (2J — 1) d j f ( x ) + nSn + l(d1 + U o g l M x ) - 2 ekSk(dmf)(x)l «Irt+U j=o fe=i 
where j(k) is an appropriate integer-valued function of k and ek is 0 or 1. Then 
oa [logj n] 
g( / ) (*) S (Za»"-Hn+1)"1! 2 (2J-l)djf(x)\*y*+ 
n = l j = 0 
+( 2 a»(n+ l)~l\Sn+1(d1 + il0Stn]f)(x)\2)ll2 + n=1 
+(2 ann-*(n+1)-11 2 ekSk(dmf)(x)\*y2 = A(x) + B(x) + C(x). 
n = l fc = l 
For 0</><2, by Khinchin's inequality, 
. . . . ~ tlog,n] 
M I I £ * S C | | / | (2J — 1) dJ/)rn(/)|pd/||1 . 
From \\f\\LPmf\\H-» Holder's inequality and the condition on {a„}, 
\A\\IP c f d t f { 2 2* ( 2 (a. • n-^rn(t)f{djf(x)Y)^dx ^ 
* * j=0 n = 2 J 
s c f 2 2 * J ( d J f ( x ) ) 2 ( 2 {an-n-*yi*rn(t)Ydt}Pl3 == 
= C f { 2 22J(djf(x))2 2 (°n • i - 3 ) } " 2 d* = C ||S/||£„. 
* j=0 n=2-* 
Thus, \\A\\LP^C\\f\\Br. By the condition on {an}, we have 
+1 \ 1 + [logs n 
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and 
C(x) s (Z\Sk(dmf)(xW 2 a„-n-*yi* ^ C(2\Sk(dM)fKxWyi\ 
k=1 n=k *=1 
We can now prove part 1 of Theorem 1, by using the above estimates for A, B and C, 
and Lemma (1). For if f£H\ then we have 
m ( « 0 , 1]: 
^ m({x: A(x) > A / 3 } ) + M ( { X : B(x) > A / 3 } ) + M ( { X : C(x) > A/3}) 3 
S C\\f\MX+m({x: ( 2 \Sn+1(d1+lloginlf)(x)\2y2 > C-L/3})+ n—1 
( 2 |S„(D, . ( N ) / ) (*)L 2 ) 1 / 2 > A/3}) ^ C LL/IWA. • 
n=l 
Similarly we can easily prove part 2 and 3 of Theorem 1. To prove part 4 of Theorem 1, 
write 
Sf(x) = (2\S2^f(x)-S2»f(x)\J>* 
/ 1 = 0 
2 ( 2 I W ( * ) - < t 2 » / ( * ) I 2 ) 1 / 2 + ( 2 K - ' / C O - ^ / t o l 2 ) 1 ' 2 . 
n=0 n = 0 
By the condition on {a„} and Schwartz's inequality, 
2" + l _ l 
|<72n+1/Cx:)-<72„/(x)| 2 kt+i/(x)-«r f c / (x) | ^ 
k = 2 " 
S { 2 2 _ 1 k(<Tk+1f(x)-aj(x)fakyi\ 
k=2n 
Hence 
C2 l^ / to -^ /WI 2 ) 1 ' 2 ^ g (/)(*)• /1 — 1 
On the other hand, it is evident to see 
( 2 I W W - ^ / t o l 2 ) 1 ' 2 - ( 2 2 - ^ 1 2 V o > ; ( * ) | 2 ) 1 / 2 s 
n = 0 /1=0 j=0 
^ c ( 2 ' T 1 D - 2 | ^ » ( 2; /0)w,(X)) | 2 )V 2 . /1 = 0 fc = 2" J=0 
Thus, by Lemma (2), for 0 < p < l ; ||5/||£pSC||^(/')||£1. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
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Remark. It is easily verified that f-*g(f) is strong type (2.2). Therefore, by 
Theorem 1 (1) and interpolation argument, we have И^СЯН^—CJ/IILJ> 
On the other hand f-*g(f) is not weak type (1, 1) for ZA See S. IGARI [1]. 
Next we study Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem. Let {A(fc)} be a sequence of 
constants such that 
sup |A(fc)| C, sup 2 2 ^ к\АХ(к)\* ё с , where AX(k) = l ( k - \ ) - X ( k ) , 
* J k = 2J+l 
. and consider the linear transformation M, defined by 
М№~2№?(к)щ(х) for 
T h e o r e m 2. Under the assumption made above, 
(1) m({x€[0, 1]: S(Mf)(x) > А» ё СЦ/Ця-Д, 
(2) \ M f \ s ' — Ср||/||н> (0 < < 1), 
(3) | | M / | | H . S C | | 5 / | | x . . 1 o g + L . + c . 
Proof . By summation by part, 
dj(Mf)(x) = *'£ m?(k)wk(x) = 
= "£ AX(k)Sk(djf)(x)+X(2J- 1) d j f ( x ) . k=2J-' +1 
Then, by Schwartz's inequality and assumption of {A(&)}, 
S(Mf)(x) = (21dj(Mf)(x)12)1/2 ё 
s { 2 ( k\AX(kW)( *'£ k-1\Sk(djf)(x)\2Y'2+C(2 \djf(x)\2)1!2 ё 
s C{2 \Sk(djf)(x)\J'*+CSf(x). 
Thus Theorem 2 is proved by the Lemma. 
Remark. The same argument works for double Walsh—Fourier series and 
Vilenkin—Fourier series. 
и 
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